
Energy Market Information Exchange Technical Committee
Minutes for Thursday, 19 August 2010, 11:00am EDT

Agenda

1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Approve minutes of previous meetings (Aug 5)
4. Major Steps to Public Review and Committee Specification (Bill Cox)

• Comment resolution
• Energy Resources
• Power Quality
• Distribution issues
• Complete the outside the envelope items

5. Working Draft 09 - outstanding issues (Toby Considine) 
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/39052/emix-1_0-spec-wd-09.pdf     

6. Status of Issue resolution in Jira (Toby Considine, Bill Cox)
http://tools.oasis-open.org/issues/browse/EMIX

7. Action Item Review
8. Adjourn

Attendees  Member / Company (* = voting)

Bruce Bartell Southern California Edison
Edward Cazalet* Individual
Toby Considine* University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
William Cox* Individual
Sean Crimmins California Independent System Operator
Sharon Dinges Trane
Anne Hendry* Individual
David Holmberg* NIST
Jeremy Roberts LonMark International
Brian Zink New York Independent System Operator

Minutes

1. Call to Order (Toby C)
Call to order.

2. Roll Call (Anne H)
Voting Members: 5 of 8 (62%)
Members: 10 of 49 (20%) 
Meeting achieved quorum.

3. Approve minutes of previous meetings (Aug 5)
Deferred to next meeting.

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/39052/emix-1_0-spec-wd-09.pdf
http://tools.oasis-open.org/issues/browse/EMIX


4. Major Steps to Public Review and Committee Specification (Bill Cox)

Looking at what needs to be done to get eMIX 1.0 past public review, our next major milestone.
OASIS requires a formal 60 day review of Committee Drafts.   After comment resolution the 
committee may vote that draft as modified.  After approval of Committee Draft, the license terms 
apply and people can start using it.  It implies a level of completeness and stability greater than that 
of a Working Draft.

Current critical-path items to get to public review are:  
• Complete comment resolution from the informal public review.
• Come to a conclusion on Energy Resources
• Decide on definition / attributes / use of Power Quality
• Agree on Distribution is in the eMIX context, and incorporate understandings into draft
• Complete the outside the envelope items

All these must be in place and completed for the public review draft.  If there are substantive
changes after public review we would be required to do the review again.

If there is anything else people are aware of that should be here, please send to the list.

5. Working Draft 09 – Outstanding Issues (Toby Considine)

Toby C:  09 includes information on WS-Calendar (section 2.3) and Quality information from Phil.

Section 2.3 (Overview of WS-Calendar in EMIX):
Toby C:
This section is just a ws-calendar introduction; Figure 1 is iCalendar components, figure 2 how they 
might fit in EMIX.
Ed C:
In the few applications where we need vectors of prices or quantities (eg. metering data) and 
perhaps price offering, this brings a lot of complexity just to deal with simple interval structures.  I 
thought by using iCalendar we were getting other things, like relationships to buildings, etc. but I 
don't see any explanation of that benefit.  Just handling intervals described in cim, metering data ...
Toby C:
The intervals in figure 3 are not much different than what is in the CIM.  ws-calendar is defining 
product, defining resource where that resource applies to each of the 10 intervals being scheduled. 
Use of eMIX might have a product with different amounts within the interval.  So now have way of 
saying this is the product for these times, with a structure that allows us to override just one object 
within the interval.  Don't think the transmission is that much more complex -- have a structure that 
fits with DER right now.  Mostly wanted to describe language that came from ws-calendar.
Bill C:
If I have an industrial process, bidding on a load profile, know load profile I need, can bid it and 
when I find a time interval I can use that, rather than CIM start and end point.  So can bind these 
partitions/intervals back-to-back, and can change one field.   In work on usage and load, can factor 
out what is common across intervals.  Find this attractive -- can define intervals and do things in a 
different dimension such as demand curves.  This is a powerful abstraction and simple to schedule.
  



Toby C:
In ws-calendar might have multiple sequences.  May not all be partitions in eMIX.  Such as battery 
storage – directive could be another sequence scheduled within the same interval.  Trying to create a 
simple abstraction that allows multiple places to go, in contrast to sending simple contract for one 
slice at one particular time.   This is how it fits together.
Bill C:
A single abstraction that allows multiple contracts.   In the simple case -- fixed prices for an hour, 
falls into simple communication.

Section 2.4.2 (Intrinsic Elements)

Toby C:
Need to distinguish between electricity with certain characteristics sold at any time interval.   Can 
use Resource or Product, and make it consistent.   Reaching for the difference between the abstract 
things that someone might buy vs. concrete thing that someone might buy at a particular time.
Ed C:
When buying electric energy,  presumably purchasing a product well defined at a particular location 
for a particular time interval.  That is a product.  It is already fully qualified.
Sean C:
In the wholesale world, 'resource' supplies the product.   The product is energy.  It doesn't have time 
components.  Neither retail nor wholesale have entities that describe time together.  But terms for 
'resource' and 'product' are already taken.  Examples: energy, capacity, ancillary services.
Toby C:  When they do apply the time? 
Sean C:  That is a bid or offer.  You can have a schedule for yesterday, what you won in the market 
-- you have schedules and awards -- but that doesn't necessarily equal what you performed in real 
time.
Toby C:  And if I want to say “I want to repeat tomorrow exactly whatever I did yesterday.”?
Bill C:
The terminology used before ... non-scheduled interval (or profile) vs. scheduled profile (or 
interval) one can be bound and other non-bound.  If you don't have a start or end time, can 
determine that in realistic business sense when you can't get everything you need for your process,
Maybe bound and unbound is what you're looking for?  Profile = product + partition?  Partition 
itself is where you implement scheduling
Sean C:
From the wholesale perspective, bids are not scheduled -- they are 2 separate entities.  You can't 
repeat your schedule.  You can have the same bid for tomorrow, but not the same schedule -- that 
happens after market clearing.
Toby C: What may or may not make it a schedule?
Sean C:
That is the crux.  A bid curve (combo of prices for energy product) does not become a schedule for 
tomorrow.  Output could be 50mW between 10 and 11, but that would be a schedule, not a bid.  The 
bid would be curve.  If bidding into a market, would have two separate bids, and once cleared, 
would have two separate schedules.  Language in terms of 'scheduling a bid' doesn't make sense.
Bill C: Need offline discussion on this.

Ed C:
Regarding 'EndDeviceAsset', might be fine for some uses but don't seem to have 'location' or 
'pnode' and associated terms necessary for wholesale and other markets.



Toby C:
Using 'EndDeviceAsset' as the measurement point where a sale happens (ie. generator point, 
building meter point) where there is a change of status, change of measurement. 
Bill C:
Already had multiple discussions of location ... nodal pricing with geospatial location; also grid 
coordinates and physical identifier.  Not sure if existing CIM classes allow for these things.
Sean C:
We wrestled with this recently but basically looked at service delivery location as the meter for 
retail side (for demand side).  Location is too generic.  You need a meter point, point at sale 
transactions for retail that is a service delivery location; for wholesale that is PNODE.  But not the 
same thing for each point -- it's specialized for each -- so a general 'location' doesn't work. 
Generally used concept of ZONES are usually collections of pnodes.  You don't want to use 
physical locations (geolocations) that don't correspond to pnodes.  A pnode is a connectivity node 
on the gird, a physical location where two assets or lines, or things on grid intersect, at which 
pricing occurs.  That activity makes that a connectivity node.  pnodes include generator locations, as 
well as aggregation of nodes, such as a trading zone. 
[From the CIM: A pricing node is directly associated with a connectivity node.  It is a pricing location for 
which market participants submit their bids, offers, buy/sell CRRs, and settle.]

6. Status of Issue resolution in Jira (Toby Considine, Bill Cox)

Please look at all issues.  Anyone in the TC should have a log in (your oasis ID but not with leading 
capital if there is one).  Add comments so your opinions can be considered when we go to 
resolution.  Looking for concrete suggestions on how to improve (rather than "this is confusing"). 
Please keep discussion on the TC list.

7. Action Item Review
Deferred.

8. Adjourn

Anne H move to adjourn; Toby C second.  No discussion/objections.  Adjourned 12:08.


